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Abstract

This project is written in two parts. The first one presents some already known
results on the chromatic number of the plane under additional assumptions.
The second part is a new result on the Hadwiger-Nelson problem. We show
that every proper coloring of the plane with congruent squares (under a certain
condition) needs at least seven colors.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 A lower and an upper bound for χpR2q

The Hadwiger-Nelson problem is a famous and still unsolved problem of geo-
metric graph theory and can be stated as follows. Let us consider the infinite
graph that has the points of the Euclidean plane as vertices, with an edge
between two vertices if and only if they are at distance 1. In other words, each
point of the plane is joined to all the points situated on the unit circle around
it. The question is: what is the chromatic number χpR2q of this graph? The
chromatic number of the plane is thus the minimal number of colors needed to
color the plane (each point being assigned one color) such that no two points
at distance 1 have the same color.

We can see easily that χpR2q ě 3. Indeed, consider an equilateral triangle
T of side 1. Then every vertex of T must be colored differently than the two
others. Hence at least three colors are needed.

‚ ‚

‚

1 1

1

Figure 1.1: An equilateral triangle T of side 1

But a better lower bound is known for χpR2q. Indeed, in 1961 the Canadian
mathematicians Leo and William Moser found a unit distance graph (all the
edges have length 1) that is 4-chromatic. This graph, also called the Moser
spindle, is the smallest and the most famous one that gives the lower bound
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4 for the chromatic number of the plane. A distinct proof of the lower bound
4 was found by the Swiss mathematician Hugo Hadwiger in the same year.
During the same years, the American mathematician Solomon Wolf Golomb
found a different unit distance 4-chromatic graph called the Golomb graph.

‚ ‚

‚

‚ ‚
‚ ‚

Figure 1.2: Moser graph
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Figure 1.3: Golomb graph

We can ask ourself: what could be an upper bound to χpR2q? As answers
to this question we present here two tilings of the plane. The first one, and
certainly the most famous, is given by tiling the plane with hexagons as shown
in Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4: Tiling the plane with hexagons

Indeed, let us consider a tiling of the plane with hexagons of side 1. Color
one of the hexagons in color 1 and its six neighbors with six distinct other
colors. We obtain a "flower" F and can translate F in such a way that the
translates of F tile the plane with 7 colors. Then, there is no monochromatic
pair of points of length d, where 2 ă d ă

?
7. Thus by rescaling this tiling
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by (say) 10

21
, we get a coloring of the plane with seven colors such that no two

points at distance 1 have the same color. Furthermore, in this construction
each boundary point of a hexagon could be assigned the color of any one of
the bordering hexagons.

The second construction, due to László Székely, uses squares of diagonal
1 as shown in Figure 1.5. More precisely, the upper and right boundaries are
included in the color of each square, except for the square’s upper left and
lower right corners.

2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4

5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2

Figure 1.5: Tiling the plane with squares of diagonal 1

These two tilings give an upper bound to the chromatic number of the
plane and by the previous discussion we obtain

4 ď χpR2q ď 7. (1.1)

The equation (1.1) gives us the best lower and upper bound known until
today. There have been various conjectures on the true value of χpR2q, but
there seems to be disagreement if the answer is 4,5,6 or 7. For more details,
see Chapter 2 and 3 of Soifer’s book [7].

The question of finding the chromatic number of the plane can be gener-
alized to finding the chromatic number of the n-dimensional Euclidean space.
Indeed, several results on this problem can be found in [6]. More particularly,
for dimension 3 we have the following bounds:

6 ď χpR3q ď 15. (1.2)

Here the lower bound is due to Nechushtan and the upper one to Coulson.
The proof of the upper bound can be found in [1].

1.2 Better lower bounds for restricted colorings

The Hadwiger-Nelson problem being still unsolved, mathematicians have tried
to approach the result by adding restrictions on the coloring. For example,
Falconer [4] gave a lower bound of five colors if the coloring uses only mea-
surable sets (so if a coloring of the plane with four colors exists, it should use
non-measurable sets). In 1973 Woodall [9] obtained a lower bound of 6 for
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colorings with open sets under various conditions and with boundaries colored
arbitrarily. But several years later Townsend [8] found a mistake in Woodall’s
proof and constructed a counterexample showing the irreparability of his so-
lution. Townsend found a new proof for this problem, which can be found in
chapter 24 of [7].

In 2004, Coulson [2] gave a simple proof of the lower bound 6 for colorings
using polygons (see Chapter 3). Furthermore, Coulson [1] proved that every
lattice-like coloring of Rn needs at least 2n`1 ´ 1 colors, for n ą 1. As imme-
diate consequence, the hexagonal tiling of the plane presented in Figure 1.4 is
an example were the lower bound is reached for such coloring.

1.3 Motivation and results

This thesis is divided into several chapters. Chapter 2 introduces some def-
initions and basic tools, which are used throughout the remaining chapters.
Chapter 3 presents three known results on the chromatic number of the plane
for restricted colorings. The proofs I present are based on two papers and a sec-
tion of a book, but modified in various ways. In some cases I corrected faulty
steps, and in others I strengthened the results slightly. These proofs serve as
introduction and background to Chapter 4, which contains an original result
and forms the core of this thesis. I prove that every unit-distance-avoiding col-
oring of the plane with congruent squares needs at least seven colors, matching
the upper bound from Székely’s construction in Figure 1.5. I also prove that
the same holds for non-congruent squares that are reasonably large.

The goal that my supervisors and I set for this project was to find condi-
tions under which a coloring of the plane requires seven colors. Considering
Székely’s 7-coloring using congruent squares, it was natural to think that such
a coloring cannot have fewer than seven colors. I succeeded in proving this.
A more challenging goal for the future would be to extend the bound to more
general polygons, and to improve Coulson’s bound from six to seven. This
would suggest that, at least for "nice" colorings, the upper bound seven in
Equation (1.1) is the truth.
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Chapter 2

Definitions and tools

We give in this chapter several definitions and useful results for the rest of the
project.

2.1 Definitions

Definition 2.1.1. A coloring of R2 is a mapping c : R2 Ñ t1, . . . , nu for some
n, where the codomain can be seen as a set of n colors. A coloring is proper
if no two points at Euclidean distance 1 have the same color. A color class of
such a coloring is a maximal monochromatic subset of the plane.

Definition 2.1.2. An open coloring of the plane R
2 is a proper coloring such

that each color class consists of an open set and an arbitrary subset of the
boundary of this open set.

Definition 2.1.3. Given a coloring of R2, a point P has n colors in its neigh-
borhood if there are n colors such that for all ǫ ą 0 the ball BpP, ǫq has points
with those colors.

2.2 Two useful lemmas

Lemma 2.2.1. Let c : R2 Ñ t1, . . . , mu be a proper coloring of the plane and
P a point which has n colors t1, . . . , nu in its neighborhood. If the intersection
of the circle ΓpP, 1q with the interior of a monochromatic region R is non-
empty, then cpRq is not one of the colors t1, . . . , nu.

Proof. Let Q be a point in the intersection of the circle ΓpP, 1q with the interior
of R. Since it is an interior point of R, there exists an ǫ ą 0 and a ball BpQ, ǫq
which is contained in R. Then BpP, ǫq is the translate of BpQ, ǫq by the unit
vector

ÝÝÑ
QP . Since P has t1, . . . , nu in its neighborhood, there exist n points

p1, . . . , pn in BpP, ǫq with pi of color i, for i “ 1, . . . , n. Then pi ` ÝÝÑ
PQ is in

BpQ, ǫq, which is in R, and dppi, pi ` ÝÝÑ
PQq “ 1 for all i “ 1, . . . , n. Therefore,

cpRq is not in t1, . . . , nu.
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Definition 2.2.2. Let X and Y be two sets in the plane. We define

diampX, Y q “ suptdpx, yq : x P X, y P Y u,

dpX, Y q “ inftdpx, yq : x P X, y P Y u.

Lemma 2.2.3. Let U1 and U2 be two path-connected sets in the plane such
that

i) diampU1, U2q ą 1,

ii) dpU1, U2q ă 1.

Then there exist a point P1 in U1 and a point P2 in U2 such that dpP1, P2q “ 1.
Furthermore, for each i, if Ui satisfies IntpUiq “ Ui and every two interior
points are connected by an interior path, then Pi can be chosen in the interior
of Ui.

Proof. Since diampU1, U2q ą 1, there exist a point A in U1 and a point D in
U2 such that dpA, Dq ą 1. Since dpU1, U2q ă 1, there exist a point B in U1 and
a point C in U2 such that dpB, Cq ă 1. Since U1 and U2 are path-connected,
there exist two continuous maps

f : r0, 1s Ñ U1, with fp0q “ A and fp1q “ B,

g : r0, 1s Ñ U2, with gp0q “ D and gp1q “ C.

f

g

U1 U2

‚
P1

‚
P2

‚
A

‚B

‚
C

‚D

Figure 2.1: The two paths f and g

Let us define the function hptq “ dpfptq, gptqq, for t in r0, 1s. Then h is con-
tinuous, as a composition of continuous maps, and satisfies hp0q “ dpA, Dq ą 1
and hp1q “ dpB, Cq ă 1. By the intermediate value theorem there exists a t in
s0, 1r such that hptq “ 1. Hence, it suffices to choose P1 “ fptq and P2 “ gptq
to obtain the desired result.

Suppose now that one of the two sets, say U1, satisfies IntpU1q “ U1 and
that every two interior points are connected by an interior path. If A or B lies
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on the boundary of U1, by IntpU1q “ U1 we can replace them by interior points,
without changing the assumptions on the distance (since the inequalities are
strict). Hence, we can suppose that f is an interior path, so that P1 is an
interior point of U1.

Note that we will use the second part of this lemma only for convex sets
which satisfy the two conditions of the second part of the lemma. Also note
that the conclusion of the second part of the lemma does not hold if U1 and
U2 are only supposed path-connected. Indeed, let U2 be a point in the plane
and U1 as shown in Figure 2.2. Then both are path-connected and U1 has
non-empty interior. Furthermore dpU1, U2q ă 1, diampU1, U2q ą 1 but there
is no point in the interior of U1 at distance 1 from U2.

1
‚U2

U1

Figure 2.2: The two path-connected sets U1 and U2
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Chapter 3

Known results on χpR2q under

additional restrictions

We present in this chapter some known results on χpR2q under additional
restrictions.

3.1 Existence of a 2-colored ball separated by a di-

ameter

We are presenting here a recent result of Currie and Eggleton [3], who proved
the following theorem. It shows us that a very weak assumption is sufficient
to guarantee at least five colors.

Theorem 3.1.1. Suppose we have a proper coloring of the plane. If there is a
ball divided in two parts along a diameter, each of which is colored uniformly
with a different color, then at least five colors are needed.

In order to find three colors different from those of the two parts B1 and
B2 separating the ball, we find a circle and an odd cycle C on it with all its
edges of length 1. We show then that none of the points on the cycle can have
the same colors from those of B1 and B2. Since χpCq “ 3, we get three other
colors and conclude that at least five colors are needed.

Proof. Let BpP, rq be a ball satisfying the assumptions and consider for an
integer n the angle αn “ 2πn

6n´1
. Then for every circle, αn defines an odd cycle

with 6n ´ 1 edges. Let Γn “ ΓpP, rnq be a circle with radius

rn “
d

1

2p1 ´ cospαnqq

Then Γn contains an odd cycle with angle αn and edges of length 1. Indeed,
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if s is an edge of the odd cycle, by the cosine law we have

s “ 2r2

n ´ 2 cospαnqr2

n

“ 2r2

np1 ´ cospαnqq
“ 1

Let us show that limnÑ8 rn “ 1 from below. Indeed, limnÑ8 αn “ π
3

and

r2

n “ 1

2p1 ´ cospαnqq

ă 1

2p1 ´ cospπ
3

qq
“ 1

and we get the result. Hence there exists an integer N large enough such that
ΓN has radius rN with

?
1 ´ r2 ă rN ă 1 as shown in Figure 3.1.

We show now that none of the points belonging to ΓN could have the
same color as any of the parts Bi, i “ 1, 2 dividing the ball. In order to apply
Lemma 2.2.3, choose as convex sets a point txu of ΓN and one of the Bi’s.
Then

dptxu, Biq ď rN ă 1

diamptxu, Biq ě
b

r2

N ` r2 ą 1

By Lemma 2.2.3 we conclude that none of the points of Γ could have the same
color as Bi for i “ 1, 2.

‚Pr

‚ x

rN

B1

B2

ΓpP, 1qΓpP,
?

1 ´ r2q

Figure 3.1: The ball BpP, rq with the annulus containing ΓN

.
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3.2 A lower bound for polygonal coloring

The following result of Coulson [2] is closely related to Chapter 4 of this
project.

Definition 3.2.1. A polygonal coloring of the plane R
2 is an open coloring

where each color class is a union of polygons, all with area greater than some
lower bound. We say that two polygons of a polygonal coloring are bordered
if the intersection of their boundaries is a nondegenerate line segment. A
polygonal coloring that does not contain any bordered polygons of same color
is called a separated polygonal coloring.

We start by proving that every polygonal coloring of the plane contains a
point P having three colors in its neighborhood. Then, we show that there
are at least three colors other than those in the neighborhood of P that are
near the circle ΓpP, 1q.

Lemma 3.2.2. Every polygonal coloring of the plane contains a point that
has three colors in its neighborhood.

Proof. Suppose by contradiction that there is no point that has three colors in
its neighborhood. Choose a tile T and let CT be the maximal monochromatic
connected component of the plane containing T . Since a polygonal coloring
is in particular a proper coloring, we know that CT has diameter less than 1
and thus CT is bounded.

The border of CT is a union of finitely many disjoint polygonal closed
curves one of which γT is the border of the unbounded component of R2zCT .
Let R1 be a bordering tile of CT contained in this unbounded component and
let C1 be the maximal monochromatic connected component of the plane con-
taining R1. Observe that CT and C1 have different colors and they meet along
γT , otherwise there would be a point that has three colors in its neighborhood.

Repeat this process by replacing CT with CT Y C1 Y . . . Y Cn´1, which
is also a connected bounded union of polygons. This yields a monochromatic
connected component Cn.

Let x be a point in the interior of CT and consider the ball Bpx, 1q. Since
the area of Bpx, 1q is finite and the area of each polygon is strictly larger than
a certain constant, there exists an integer N large enough such that

AreapCT Y C1 Y . . . Y CN q ą AreapBpx, 1qq.

Thus CN is not contained in Bpx, 1q. Since CT is bounded by CN and thus
x too, CN has diameter larger than 1. This contradicts the fact that CN is
monochromatic.

Definition 3.2.3. Let Γ be a circle and c : Γ Ñ t1, . . . , nu be a proper
coloring. We say that a point of Γ is a separating point if it has two different
colors in its neighborhood.
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Note that in the previous definition, n ě 2. Otherwise the circle would
be monochromatic and this contradicts the fact that c is a proper coloring.
Hence there always exists at least one separating point.

Lemma 3.2.4. Let c : ΓpP, 1q Ñ t1, 2u be a proper coloring and Q1 a sepa-
rating point. If Q2 is a point on ΓpP, 1q such that dpQ1, Q2q “ 1, then Q2 is
a separating point.

Proof. Consider the circle Γ colored with colors 1 and 2 and suppose by contra-
diction that Q2 is not a separating point. Then there exists a monochromatic
neighborhood BpQ2, ǫq of Q2, where ǫ ą 0 is small enough and without loss
of generality, we can suppose that it has color 1. Then by making a small
rotation of the segment rQ1, Q2s around P we get two points of color 1, which
is not possible.

Corollary 3.2.5. The separating points of a 2-colored unit circle form regular
hexagons.

‚ P

‚ ‚1 Q1BpQ2, ǫq

‚
‚

‚ ‚

‚

‚ ‚‚

‚
‚

Figure 3.2: The 2-colored by arcs circle Γ and the segment rQ1, Q2s

Before proving Coulson’s result, we need the following definition and lemma.

Definition 3.2.6. A collection of subsets tAiuiPI of a topological space X

is said to be locally finite, if every x in X has a neighborhood U such that
U X Ai “ H except for a finite number of indices. In other words, U intersects
only finitely many of the sets in the collection.

Lemma 3.2.7. Every polygonal coloring is locally finite.

Proof. Since the area of each polygon is greater than a certain constant k, we
have that the collection of the polygons are locally finite. Indeed, Let x be
a point of the plane and consider the open ball Bpx, ǫq, where ǫ ą 0. Since
the diameter of each polygon is less than 1, every polygon of the coloring
intersecting Bpx, ǫq is contained in the ball Bpx, 1 ` ǫq. Then if A is the area
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of Bpx, 1 ` ǫq, it could have at most A{k polygons intersecting Bpx, ǫq. In
particular, there are only finitely many of these polygons, which shows the
local finiteness.

We are ready now to show Coulson’s result.

Theorem 3.2.8. Every polygonal coloring of the plane needs at least six col-
ors.

Proof. Note that as an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1.1, every polyg-
onal coloring needs at least five colors. Suppose by contradiction that five
colors suffice for a convex polygonal coloring. Let P be a point that has the
colors 1, 2, 3 in its neighborhood and consider ΓpP, 1q. By Lemma 3.2.7 and
the compactness of ΓpP, 1q, there are only finitely many intersection points
I “ tI1, . . . , Inu of ΓpP, 1q with the borders of the coloring. These intersection
points define finitely many arcs and by Lemma 2.2.1 none of these arcs could
have color 1,2 or 3. But ΓpP, 1q can not be monochromatic (otherwise there
would be two points at distance 1 of the same color). Thus ΓpP, 1q is col-
ored with colors 4 and 5 and hence there exists a separating point which can
be assumed to be I1. By Corollary 3.2.5 there must be five other separating
points, say I2, I3, I4, I5, I6, forming the vertices of a hexagon H centered at P ,
as shown in Figure 3.3 (note that there may be other intersection points of
I than these six). Thus for each separating point Ik and for each side of H

incident to Ik there is a boundary segment of the coloring incident to Ik that
makes an acute angle with that side of H. Indeed, suppose by contradiction
that the angle formed by such a segment at a vertex of H, say I1, is larger
than π

2
, then the circle ΓpI2, 1q intersects the interior of a region colored with

5 and by Lemma 2.2.1 we get a contradiction.
Consider now the boundary segment that separates the colors 1 and 2

and that is incident to P . Then, there exist two consecutive vertices, say I1

and I2 of H such that a part of this segment is contained in the interior of
the triangle PI1I2. Then the part between the perpendicular line to rI1, I2s
passing through I1 and the segment making an acute angle at I1 with rI1, I2s
can neither have color 4 nor 5, otherwise there would be a monochromatic pair
of points at distance one. Indeed, the circle ΓpI2, 1q intersects the interior of
this region. Furthermore, we can translate the circle ΓpP, 1q along the segment
having the color 1 and 2 on each side in such a way that it will intersect the
interior of this part as shown in Figure 3.3. Thus it must be colored with
color 3. Similarly, the part between the perpendicular line to rI1, I2s passing
through I2 and the segment making an acute at I2 angle with rI1, I2s can not
have color 1,2,4 or 5, but the circle ΓpI1, 1q intersects the interior of this region.
Hence there must be six colors which contradicts our assumption.
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‚

Figure 3.3: The hexagon H with the six colors

3.3 Coloring the plane with closed sets

In this section we consider a type of coloring with closed sets that we will
define more precisely later. These following results are based on the proof of
Proposition 60 of Hadwiger and Debrunner [5].

Proposition 3.3.1. If a non-empty connected compact set A is covered by
finitely many closed sets Ai, for i “ 1, . . . , n, but not by any one of them, then
there is a point of A that belong to at least two of the sets Ai.

Proof. Consider the family tC1, . . . , Cnu, where Ci :“ A X Ai, for i “ 1, . . . , n.
Since C is compact and each Ai is closed, we have that every Ci is closed
and by assumption, there exist at least two of them that are not empty and
without loss of generality it is C1 and C2. Furthermore, we can express C as
the union of the closed sets C1 and C2 Y . . . Y Cn. Since C is connected, these
two sets have a common point. Indeed, suppose it is not the case, then CzC1

and CztC2Y. . .YCnu are open sets such that C “ pCzC1qYpCztC2Y. . .YCnuq
with pCzC1qXpCztC2 Y . . .YCnuq “ H. Therefore, one of the two must be the
empty set which is not the case. Thus, there exists a point of C1 (in particular
in A1) that belongs to one of the Ci (in particular Ai) for some 2 ď i ď n.

Proposition 3.3.2. If a connected compact set A contains two points at dis-
tance s ą 0 and if 0 ă t ă s, then A contains two points at distance t. In
particular, if s ě 1, A has two points at distance 1.

Proof. Let P and Q be two points of A at distance s. Let us consider the two
closed sets

A1 “ tx P A : dpx, P q ď tu,

A2 “ tx P A : dpx, P q ě tu.
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Observe that neither A1 nor A2 is empty since P is in A1 and Q in A2 and
furthermore A “ A1 Y A2. By Proposition 3.3.1 there exists a point R in
A1 X A2 with dpP, Rq “ t. Hence, rP, Rs is a segment of A of length t.

Proposition 3.3.3. If an equilateral triangle of side 2 is covered by three
closed sets Ai, i “ 1, 2, 3 of diameters less than

?
3, then some point of the

triangle belongs to all three of the sets.

Proof. Let T be the covered triangle of side 2. Since the diameter of the closed
set Ai, i “ 1, 2, 3 is less than

?
3 each vertex of T is only covered by one of the

covering sets. Let us denote by vi the vertex of T covered by Ai. Observe that
every point of T on the opposite side si of vi cannot belong to Ai. Thus, si

must be covered by the two other covering sets. In order to show that there is
a point in the intersection of the three covering sets, we will show that there
exist a sequence in T that converges to a point in this intersection. Since
the three covering sets are closed this point will belong to their intersection.
Therefore, let n be an integer and let us divide the triangle T in a regular way
with m “ 4n equilateral triangles Ti, i “ 1, . . . , m of side 21´n.

Figure 3.4: n “ 1 Figure 3.5: n “ 2

Let us attach the index j to a vertex of a triangle Ti if the vertex belongs to
Aj and j is the minimal number for which this property is true. Let p be the
number of triangles Ti in T that have all three indices 1,2,3 and let q be the
number of triangles Ti whose vertices have indices 1,2,2 or 1,1,2. Finally, let ti

be the number of sides of Ti that join to vertices with index 1,2 respectively.
Thus

m
ÿ

i“1

ti “ p ` 2q (3.1)

We count this sum in another way. Let u be the number of sides with indices
1,2 that belong to the boundary of T and v the number of sides with indices
1,2 that lie in the interior of T . Then,

m
ÿ

i“1

ti “ u ` 2v (3.2)

Therefore, we have that p ` 2q “ u ` 2v. In order to prove that p is odd, let
us show that u is odd. Indeed, since v3 belongs to A3 there is no point with
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index 3 on s3 and all the sides of index 1,2 on the boundary of T must belong
to s3. Since the two vertices v1 and v2 of s3 have indices 1 and 2 respectively,
there must be an odd number of sides with indices 1,2 on s3. Indeed, imagine
you are moving along s3 starting from v1 until v2 and each time you meet a
vertex of different index than the previous one you press on the light switch.
Suppose that the light is switch off at v1. Since we finish at v2 with the light
on we had to press an odd number of time on the light switch. Hence, u is
open and thus p is odd, in particular, p is not 0 and we deduce that for every
integer n there is an equilateral triangle T n with vertices of indices 1,2,3. For
each n, let xn be the center of T n. Since T is compact there is a subsequence
of pxnqnPN that converges to a point P of T and such that every ball around P

contains the three colors. Since the Ai are closed P must belong to all three
of them.

Observe that this proof is closely related to Sperner’s Lemma.

Proposition 3.3.4. If an equilateral triangle of side 2 is covered by finitely
many closed sets of diameter less than 1, then some point of the triangle
belongs to at least three of the sets.

Proof. Let A “ tA1, ..., Anu be the covering sets of the equilateral triangle T .
We divide A in three classes C1, C2 and C3 such that

Ai P Cj ô j “ mintk : Ai Ă Bpvk,
?

3qu, (3.3)

where, Bpvk,
?

3q is the open disk centered at vk of radius
?

3. First of
all, note that Cj is not empty. Indeed, since A is a covering of T there is an
A in A that contains the vertex vj and since the diameter of A is less than
1 we have that A belongs to Cj . Furthermore Ci X Cj is empty for i ‰ j by
minimality. Finally, let us show that every A in A belongs to one of the Cj.
Indeed, suppose there exists an A in A that does not belong to any of the Cj’s.
Then in particular A is not included in C1 and there exists an a in A such that
a is not in Bpv1,

?
3q. Similarly, A is not in C2 thus there exists a point b in

A such that b is not in Bpv2,
?

3q. Finally, there is a point c of A such that c

does not belong to Bpv3,
?

3q. Hence, there are at least two points in ta, b, cu,
say a and b that don’t belong the intersections of the three disks. But the
minimal distance of two such points in T is the chord of a disk defined by the
intersections of the two others with it and its length is

?
6 ´ 1 and we get a

contradiction with the diameter of A.
Let Ki be the union of elements of Ci, for i “ 1, 2, 3. Then, the Ki are

closed sets since they are a finite union of closed sets and they form a covering
of T . Furthermore, by construction the diameters of Ki is less than

?
3 and

by Proposition 3.3.3 there exists a point that belongs all three of the Ki’s and
since they are disjoint this point belongs to at least three distinct closed sets
of A.
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Figure 3.6: Intersection of the three disks with T

Proposition 3.3.5. If a circle of radius 1 is covered by two closed sets, then
at least one of the two admits all segments of length a, where 0 ă a ď π, and
so in particular a segment of length 1.

Proof. Let Γ be the circle covered by the two closed sets A and B. Clearly, if
either A or B covers the whole of Γ, then we are done. So suppose it is not the
case. By Proposition 3.3.1 there exists a point P that belongs to both A and
B. Let us show that if there is a distance b with 0 ă b ď π which is not realized
by the set A, then the set B realizes all distances a with 0 ă a ď π. Let us
follow the positive orientation of Γ and consider two points R and S on Γ such
that dpR, P q “ b and dpR, Sq “ a, where d is the Euclidean distance. Since
P is covered by A, by our assumption, R cannot be in A, otherwise A will
contain two points at distance b, and thus R is covered by B. If S belongs to
B, then it contains two points at distance a and then we are done. So suppose
it is not the case and consider the point Q with dpQ, P q “ a with respect to
the positive orientation. Since S is in A and dpQ, Sq “ b, we conclude that Q

cannot be in A. Therefore, it is covered by B and since we supposed that P

is in B, this set realizes the distance a from P to Q.

Definition 3.3.6. A closed coloring of the plane is a covering of R
2 with

closed sets, each of which is assigned a color such that no pair of points at
distance 1 have the same color.

Note that contrary to a coloring, in a closed coloring each point is colored
by the color(s) of the closed set(s) it belongs to and hence each point could
have many colors.

Theorem 3.3.7. Let Q “ tA1, . . . , A5u be a covering of the plane, where Ai

is congruent to a closed set A, for 1 ď i ď 5. Then its pairs of points realized
all distances d of the interval 0 ă d ă 8, in particular the distance 1, and so
Q cannot be a closed coloring with five colors.

Proof. By contradiction, suppose there exists a closed set A such that none
of its pairs of points have distance d, but we can cover the plane with five
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congruent sets Ai, i “ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Let T be an equilateral triangle with sides
of length 6d and let us consider the sets A1

i “ T XAi. Then A “ tA1

1
, . . . , A1

5
u is

a covering of T and none of the A1

i’s contains a pair of points at distance d, since
A does not contain such points. Since A1

i is compact, there is ǫ ą 0 such that
none of the A1

i’s contain a pair of points at distance d1 with d´2ǫ ă d1 ă d`2ǫ.
Indeed, let

m “ min
P,QPA1

i

td ´ dpP, Qq : d ´ dpP, Qq ą 0u ,

then by definition m ą 0 and since A1

i is closed, there exist two points P 1 and
Q1 in A1

i such that dpP 1, Q1q “ d ´ m. Hence, for all pairs of points P̃ and Q̃

in A1

i such that dpP̃ , Q̃q ă d we have that dpP̃ , Q̃q ă d ´ m and thus there is
no pair of points that belongs to A1

i with distance d1 such that d´ m ă d1 ă d.
Similarly, we show that there is no pair of points at distance d1 in A1

i such that
d ă d1 ă d ` m. It suffices to take m “ 2ǫ to conclude.

Consider the closed sets

Bi “ tx P R
2 : dpx, Aiq ď ǫu,

where dpx, Aiq “ minaPA dpx, aq. Observe that Bi contains no pair of points at
distance d. Indeed, Let x, y be two points in Bi and ax and ay two points in
Ai such that dpx, axq “ minaPAi

dpx, aq and dpy, ayq “ minaPAi
dpy, aq. Then

dpx, yq ď dpx, axq ` dpax, ayq ` dpay, yq
ď 2ǫ ` dpax, ayq
ă 2ǫ ` d ´ 2ǫ

“ ǫ.

Hence, by Proposition 3.3.2 every connected component of Bi has diameter
that cannot exceed d. Since the connected components of Bi are disjoint and
since each of them contains a ball of radius ǫ we deduce by the compactness of
Bi that it has only finitely many connected components. Let C be the set of
all connected components of Bi for i “ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and consider the concentric
homothetic triangle T̃ of side 2d in T . Then, both T and T̃ are covered by
finitely many closed sets of C and each of them has diameter less than d. Then,
by Proposition 3.3.4 there is a point R in T̃ which is covered by at least three
elements of C where each of them belongs to a different connected component
of three different Bi’s, say B1, B2 and B3. Consider the circle ΓpR, dq. Since
R is in T̃ , ΓpR, dq is included in T . Since we supposed the diameters of the
connected components to be less than d, the circle ΓpR, dq must be uniquely
and entirely covered by ΓpR, dq X B4 and ΓpR, dq X B5. Hence, by Proposition
3.3.5 at least one of these two sets contains all the distances d1 with 0 ă d1 ă 2d,
and in particular d, which contradicts the fact that none of the Bi’s contains
a pair of points at distance d.
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Chapter 4

Coloring the plane with

congruent squares

Definition 4.0.1. A square coloring c : R2 Ñ t1, . . . , nu is a separated polyg-
onal coloring where every connected component of each color class is a square.
A connected monochromatic region of a square coloring c is called a c-square.
If the c-squares have the same size we say that c is a regular square coloring.

The goal of this chapter is to show the following result.

Theorem 4.0.2. Every regular square coloring of the plane requires at least
seven colors.

The proof is split into three parts. More explicitly we will discuss the case
when the diagonal d of the c-squares is exactly 1, the case when 1

2
ă d ă 1

and finally the case when 0 ă d ď 1

2
. Before that, we need some definitions.

Definition 4.0.3. Let us consider a square coloring c of the plane with
c-squares of side s. Let l1 and l2 be two parallel lines at distance s such
that neither l1 nor l2 intersects the interior of a c-square. Then we call the
closed region between these two lines a strip. Two strips F and G are said to
be glued if their intersection is a line and we will call it an FG-line. Let F

and G be two glued strips and consider the set of corners of the c-squares on
the FG-line. We say that F and G are shifted by λ if the maximum distance
between two consecutive such corners is equal to λ. We observe that with this
definition of the shift we have s

2
ď λ ď s. Furthermore, if λ “ s we say that

the glued strips are not shifted.

4.1 Squares with diagonal d “ 1

In this section we show the following result.

Theorem 4.1.1. Every regular square coloring of the plane with c-square
having diagonal d “ 1 needs at least seven colors.
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Proof. Suppose there are two consecutive non shifted strips F and G and let
us call H the one which is glued to G. Let S1, S2 and S3 be three consecutive
c-squares of F . For i “ 1, 2, 3 let Si`3 be the c-square of G which is bordered
to Si and Si`5 be the c-square of H which is shifted by λ with Si`3 for
some λ in r s

2
, ss. Thus, dpSi, Sjq ă 1 and diampSi, Sjq ą 1, for all i ‰ j in

t1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8u and by Lemma 2.2.3 they must be colored with seven different
colors.

Suppose that there are no two non shifted strips. Let G be a strip and
consider three consecutive c-squares S3, S4, S5 of G. Let us denote by F and
H the two strips that are glued to G. Since F and H are shifted with G

by λ1, λ2 ‰ s, we know there exists three consecutive c-squares S1, S2 and
S3 of F and three c-squares S7, S8 and S9 of H such that S1 and S2 are
bordered pairwise to S5 and similarly for S7 and S8. Thus, dpSi, Sjq ă 1 and
diampSi, Sjq ą 1, for all i ‰ j in t1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8u and by Lemma 2.2.3 they
must be colored with seven different colors.

S1 S2 S3

S4 S5 S6

S7 S8 S9

F

G

H

S1 S2 S3

S4 S5 S6

S7 S8 S9

F

G

H

Figure 4.1: The shifted strips F, G and H

.

4.2 Squares with diagonal 1
2 ă d ă 1

In this section we show a more general result where the conclusion is true for
certain c-squares having different sizes. More precisely, we show the following
theorem.

Theorem 4.2.1. Every square coloring with c-squares Si having diagonal di,
where 1

2
ă di ă 1, needs at least seven colors.

The idea of the proof consists on finding at least six c-squares "near" an
arbitrary c-square of the tiling in such a way that the distance between them
is less than 1. Since the diameter of a c-square is strictly larger than 1

2
, two

c-squares have diameter strictly larger than 1. Thus, we can apply Lemma
2.2.3 and conclude that they must have different colors.
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Proof. Let us consider such a square coloring and for practical reasons we
suppose that the boundaries of the c-square are verticals and horizontals.
Choose any c-square S with side s, then each corner of S is, up to rotation,
of the form shown in Figure 4.2 or Figure 4.3. Then we can find a particular
position of a square S̃ of diagonal 1 such that it contains S in its interior
and its boundary has at least six intersection points with the boundary of the
tiling.

‚

Figure 4.2: A �-corner

‚

Figure 4.3: A h-corner

Indeed, we distinguish between three cases. Suppose first that S has only
h-corners and i-corners. Choose S̃ to be centered at the center of S. Then
both upper and lower horizontal sides of S̃ are intersected by at least two
vertical segments. Since all sides of S̃ contains at least an intersection point,
we have that S̃ has at least six intersection points on its boundary as shown
in Figure 4.2.

SS̃

‚

‚

‚

‚

‚

‚

Figure 4.4: S with only h-corners and i-corners

Suppose that S has no �-corners but a h-corner and a k-corner. Ob-

serve that since there is no �-corners two such corners of S must be

consecutive. Then, we can choose ǫ ą 0 small enough such that the right

and the lower sides of S̃ are at distance ǫ from S and thus the right and
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the upper sides of S̃ have at least two intersection points with the bound-

ary of the coloring. Since each side has at least an intersection point, we

have that S̃ has at least six intersection points on its boundary.

Then the right and the upper sides of S̃ has at least two intersection

points with the boundary of the coloring. Since each side has at least an

intersection point, we have that S̃ has at least six intersection points on

its boundary.

S

S̃

ǫ

ǫ
‚

‚

‚‚

‚

‚

Figure 4.5: S with a h-corner and k-corner

The last case is when S has a �-corner. Then there are two c-squares

bordered to S and sharing this corner. Similarly to the previous case, we

can choose ǫ ą 0 small enough so that S̃ is at distance ǫ from the sides

of S incident to the �-corner.

S

S̃

ǫ

ǫ

‚

‚
‚‚

‚

‚

Figure 4.6: S with a �-corner

Thus, in every case we can find a S̃ of diagonal 1 that contains S

in its interior and such that S̃ has at least six intersections points on its

boundary defined by six c-squares Si, i “ 1, . . . , 6. Then the intersections

of S̃ with the tiling consists of S and at least six rectangles Ri, where

Ri “ S̃ X Si. Since each of these rectangles is bordered to S, they must
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have different colors from it. Furthermore, if two rectangles Ri and Rj

are bordered, then Si and Sj are too, so they must be colored differently.

Similarly, if Ri and Rj are not bordered, then diampSi, Sjq ě di `dj ą 1.

Note that dpSi, Sjq “ dpRi, Rjq ă 1, since Ri and Rj are include in

S̃ which has diameter 1. Hence, by Lemma 2.2.3 Si and Sj must be

colored differently, for 1 ď i ă j ď 6. Therefore, at least seven colors are

needed.

Corollary 4.2.2. Every regular square coloring of the plane with c-squares
having diagonal 1

2
ă d ă 1, needs at least seven colors.

Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.2.1 by taking all the
c-squares with same diagonal.

4.3 Squares with diagonal 0 ă d ď 1
2

We begin now the last part of the proof when the diagonal is 0 ă d ď 1

2
.

Lemma 4.3.1. For a square coloring c : R2 Ñ t1, . . . , nu of c-squares with
diagonal 0 ă d ď 1

2
let lF G be a FG-line and P be a point on lF G. Then, the

circular arc of the circle ΓpP, 1q making an angle π
3

ď φ ď π
2

with lF G cannot
intersect at the same time the two opposite sides of a c-square that are parallel
to lF G.

Proof. Let I, J, K, L be the the corner of a c-square S labeled clockwise with
IJ the side closest to lF G. Suppose by contradiction that the circle ΓpP, 1q
intersects IJ and KL under an angle π

3
ď φ ď π

2
. Let E and R be the

intersection points of ΓpP, 1q with the segments IJ and KL respectively. Then,
the angle >ERK ě π

4
. Furthermore, >RPlF G ě π

3
by assumption. Hence

>PRL “ >RPlF G ě π
3
. Therefore, >PRE ď 5π

12
. Since the triangle EPR

is isosceles we have that >PER ď 5π
12

and thus >EPR ě π
6
. Let us write

a “ ER, b “ PE and c “ PR. Then by the law of cosines we have

a2 “ b2 ` c2 ´ 2bc cosp>EPRq
ě b2 ` c2 ´ 2bc cospπ

6
q

“ 2 ´ 2

?
3

2

“ 2 ´
?

3

Therefore, a ě
a

2 ´
?

3 ą 1

2
which contradicts the assumption on the diago-

nal of a c-square.
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φ
‚

‚

‚1

1

S

P

I J

KL
R

E

lF G

Figure 4.7: An impossible situation of a c-square intersected by ΓpP, 1q under
an angle π

3
ď φ ď π

2

.

Proof. Consider a region R in the plane defined by two parallel lines l1 and l2
with dpl1, l2q “ 2 and such that l1 and l2 are parallel to the shift’s direction
(that we can suppose to be horizontal). Since there is only a finite number of
strips in R, there exist two strips F and G in R such that their shift λF G is
satisfies

λF G “ maxtλF̃ G̃ : the F̃ G̃-line is in Ru.

Without loss of generality, we can suppose that dplF G, l1q ď dplF G, l2q. We
suppose first that λF G ą s{2, where s is the side of a c-square. Let A be a
point on FG-line lF G which is a corner of a c-square of F and that has three
colors in its neighborhood (two in F and one in G). Note that such a point
exists by Lemma 3.2.2. Then at least one of the two points I, J given by the
intersection of ΓpA, 1q and lF G is on a segment of length λF G defined by two
bordered c-squares. Indeed let α be the symmetric axis of F passing through
A. We can suppose that I and J are respectively on the right and on the left of
A. Furthermore, I is on a line segment rA1, A2s of the boundary of a c-square
S4 of F . Similarly, J is on a line segment rA3, A4s of the boundary of a c-square
S̃4 of F . Since α is a symmetric axis for F , we have that dpA, Iq “ dpA, Jq
and A3 is the reflection of A2 through α. Hence, δ :“ dpI, A2q “ dpA3, Jq.
Then we distinguish between three cases:

• δ ă s{2, then dpA3, Jq “ δ ă s{2, and since λF G ą s{2, J is the desired
point.

• δ ą s{2, then dpI, A1q “ s ´ δ ă s{2 and hence, I is the desired point.

• δ “ s{2, then dpI, A2q “ dpA3, Jq “ s{2 but λF G ą s{2, therefore both
I and J satisfy the property.
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S̃4

S5

S1 S2

S3

S4 F

G

‚
A

‚
A1

‚
A2

‚
A3

‚
A4

‚
A5

λF G I‚

Figure 4.8: The two shifted strips F and G

We treat first the case when δ ą s{2. We have that A is in the neighborhood
of three bordered c-squares S1, S2, and S3 of color 1, 2, 3 respectively and as
we have already supposed, S1 and S2 are in F and S3 in G. By Lemma 2.2.1,
the two bordered c-squares S4 and S5 must have color 4 and 5 respectively.
Let A5 be the point on the FG-line at distance λF G from A1 and let S5 be
the c-square of G having A5 as upper right corner as shown in Figure 4.8.

Then, there exists a point B in sA1, A5r such that the intersection point
of the circles ΓpA, 1q and ΓpB, 1q in the region R is contained in the interior
of a c-square S6. Furthermore, we can choose such a point B so that the
circle ΓpB, 1q does not pass through any corner of S6. Applying Lemma 2.2.1
simultaneously to these two circles implies that S6 has color 6. In particular,
ΓpA, 1q and ΓpB, 1q intersect S6 in one of the following sixteen possibilities:

Figure 4.9: S6 intersected by ΓpA, 1q and ΓpB, 1q
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By Lemma 4.3.1 the seven situations where one of the circles intersects the
upper and lower side of S6 at the same time are not possible. Let H be the
strip that contains S6. For every case where both circles intersect the same
vertical side of S6 it suffices to consider the c-square of H that is bordered to
S6 and shares this vertical side as boundary. Since both ΓpA, 1q and ΓpB, 1q
intersect the interior of this c-square, we deduce by Lemma 2.2.1 that it must
have color 7.

It remains to show the two last cases where both ΓpA, 1q and ΓpB, 1q
intersect the upper or the lowest side of S6. Since both cases can be solved
similarly, we treat only the second one and all the following arguments are
represented in Figure 4.10.

For convenience, we write ΓpP, rq ñ R to say that the circle centered at
P with radius r intersects the region R in its interior.

Let P be the intersection point of the lowest side of S6 with ΓpA, 1q and
Q the one with ΓpB, 1q. Let us call K the strip glued to H with P and Q on
the KH-line and call C1 the right corner and C2 the left corner of the lowest
side of S6. Observe that there are two bordered c-squares S7 and S8 in K

with their common corner C3 (the upper right for S7 and the upper left for
S8) in rC1, C2s. Let us call D1 the intersection of ΓpB, 1q with the left side of
S6 (note that such a point exists by Lemma 4.3.1) and A6 the second corner
shared by S1 and S2. Finally, let S9 be the c-square of G which is bordered
to S4 and S5.

If C3 is not in the segment rP, Qs, then either ΓpA, 1q, ΓpB, 1q ñ S7 or
ΓpA, 1q, ΓpB, 1q ñ S8 and by Lemma 2.2.1 one of the two must have color 7.

So suppose that C3 is in rP, Qs. Since S9 is bordered to S4 and S5, it cannot
have either color 4 or 5. Furthermore, the translation

ÝÝÝÑ
A1A2 ` ΓpD1, 1q ñ S9,

thus it can not have color 6. Furthermore, S9 has neither color 2 nor 3 sinceÝÝÝÑ
A1A5 ` ΓpA, 1q ñ S9. Applying Lemma 2.2.1 S9 can just have color 1 or 7.
If it has color 7 then we are done.

So suppose it has color 1 and let us look at S8. Obviously, S8 cannot
have color 6 since it is bordered to it. It can also not have color 3 sinceÝÝÑ
A6A ` ΓpA, 1q ñ S8. It cannot have color 2 since

ÝÝÝÑ
A1A2 ` ΓpA, 1q ñ S8.

Finally, let A7 be the corner of S9 that is opposite to A5. Then, we have thatÝÝÝÑ
A5A7 ` ΓpB, 1q ñ S8 and by Lemma 2.2.1 S8 can not have color 1, so it must
have color 7.
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S4

S5
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S7 S8

S9

‚
A

‚
A1
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‚
A5

‚
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‚A7

‚
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‚
Q

‚C2‚C1 ‚
C3

‚D1

‚B

Figure 4.10: Intersection of S6 by ΓpA, 1q and ΓpB, 1q when δ ą s{2

Let us now treat the case when δ ă s{2. Let Ã5 be the point on the FG-line
at distance λF G from A3 and let S̃5 be the c-square of G having Ã5 as upper
right corner. In that case, B belongs to sA3, Ã5r. Let us call respectively S10

and S11 the left and right c-squares bordered to S6. Clearly, S11 cannot have
color 6 since it is bordered to S6. Furthermore, ΓpB, 1q ñ S11, so it cannot
have color 4 or 5 and ΓpA6, 1q ñ S11, so S11 cannot be of color 1 or 2. If
ΓpA3, 1q ñ S10, then by applying Lemma 2.2.1 simultaneously to ΓpA, 1q and
ΓpA3, 1q, we have that S10 must have color 7. So suppose it is not the case,
then we have that

dpC1, P q ě dpA3, Bq (4.1)

If ΓpÃ5, 1q ñ S8, by applying Lemma 2.2.1 simultaneously to ΓpA, 1q and
ΓpÃ5, 1q, we deduce that S8 must have color 7. So suppose it is not the case,
then

dpC3, P q ě dpB, Ã5q (4.2)

Hence, by combining (4.1) and (4.2) we have

λF G ě dpC1, C3q
“ dpC1, P q ` dpP, C3q
ě dpA3, Bq ` dpB, Ã5q
“ λF G
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and thus all the inequalities are equalities. Since we assumed λF G ‰ s{2 we
have

dpQ, C2q ď dpC3, C2q
“ s ´ dpC1, C3q
“ s ´ λF G

ă λF G

Then,
ÝÝÝÑ
A3Ã5 ` ΓpA, 1q ñ S11 since dpA3, Ã5q “ λF G ą dpQ, C2q. Hence, S11

can not have color 3, so it must be colored with color 7.

F

G

F

G

H

K

S1 S2

S3

S̃4

S̃5

S6

S7 S8

S10 S11

‚
A

‚B‚
A3

‚
A4

‚
Ã5

‚
A6

‚
P

‚
Q

‚C2‚C1 ‚
C3

‚D1

Figure 4.11: Intersection of S6 by ΓpA, 1q and ΓpB, 1q when δ ă s{2

It remains to show the last case, when δ “ s{2, so λF G “ s{2. Note that in
this case every strip is shifted by λF G with the two strips glued to it. We make
the same construction as we have already done. Indeed, ΓpA, 1q intersects
either the interior of S5 or the interior of S9. Let us consider the first case, and
let call B the intersection of ΓpA, 1q with the FG-line. Then for i “ 1, . . . , 6,
Si has color i. If the point P is in sC3, C2s, then ΓpA, 1q, ΓpB, 1q ñ S8 and
thus S8 must be colored with color 7. If we suppose that P is in rC1, C3r, then
ΓpA6, 1q, ΓpB, 1q, ÝÝÝÑ

A5A1 ` ΓpA, 1q ñ S10 and thus S10 must be colored with
color 7. So P must coincide with C3 as shown in Figure 4.12. In order to show
that S8 has color 7, let us have a look on S9. Indeed, as already said, S9 could
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just have color 1 or 7. If S9 is colored with 7, then we are done. So suppose that
S9 has color 1. We observe that ΓpB, 1q, ÝÝÝÑ

A1A5 ` ΓpA, 1q, ÝÝÝÑ
A1A5 ` ΓpB, 1q ñ S8

and thus S8 must have color 7.
Conversely, suppose that ΓpA, 1q ñ S9 ant let us call B̃ the intersection of

ΓpA, 1q with the FG-line. We observe that S7 is intersected in its interior by

ΓpA, 1q, ÝÝÑ
A6A ` ΓpB̃, 1q and

ÝÝÑ
B̃A1 ` ΓpB̃, 1q “ ΓpA1, 1q, so S7 must be colored

with color 7 and that concludes the proof.
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S1 S2

S3 S5
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S7 S8
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‚
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‚
A5

‚
A6

‚A7

‚B ‚B̃

‚C2‚C1 ‚
C3

‚D1

P
‚
Q

Figure 4.12: Intersection of S6 by ΓpA, 1q and ΓpB, 1q when δ “ s{2

This result finally proves that every regular square coloring of the plane
needs at least seven colors and this lower bound is optimal since it is reached
by the coloring of Székely presented in Figure 1.5 of the introduction.
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